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Figure 1: (a) 3D shape fitting in each video frame. (b) Keyframe extraction based on pose and frame quality. (c) Median-based super-
resolution fusion of the keyframes. The inter-eye-distance of the input frames is around 45 pixels. (Video from the 300-VW dataset)

Abstract

We present a fully automatic approach to real-time 3D face recon-
struction from monocular in-the-wild videos. We use a 3D Mor-
phable Face Model to obtain a semi-dense shape and combine it
with a fast median-based super-resolution technique to obtain a
high-fidelity textured 3D face model. Our system does not need
prior training and is designed to work in uncontrolled scenarios.
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1 Introduction

Reconstructing a face in 3D from monocular video sequences is
still a challenging task on videos that are recorded in in-the-wild
scenario, which contain low resolution, motion blur, and large pose
variations. Previous approaches have tackled the problem in con-
trolled conditions, with applications in animation, motion capture
and games. For example, [Ichim et al. 2015] track from hand-held
video input, but their data is collected in rather controlled scenarios.
Further, they require subject specific training and manual labelling
by an experienced labeler, taking 1 to 7 minutes per subject, which
is a tedious process, and their resulting model is person-specific.
[Cao et al. 2015] don’t require user specific training, but present
only results in controlled, frontal and high image resolution and re-
quire CUDA to achieve real-time performance. Additionally, none
of these approaches focuses on reconstructing the texture of the
tracked person, as their main use case is avatar creation.
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In this work, we propose an approach that uses a semi-dense shape
fitting with keyframe extraction and combine super-resolution tex-
ture fusion with a model-based approach. We build upon the 3D
Morphable Model fitting approach of [Huber et al. 2016; Aldrian
and Smith 2013] and adopt the super-resolution approach of [Maier
et al. 2015] to work on monocular video sequences and in an incre-
mental fashion. In comparison to existing approaches, we sacrifice
detailed shape for real-time capabilities, require no user-specific
training, and focus on texture reconstruction.

2 Our approach
Given a set of facial landmarks in each frame, we fit the shape of
a 3D Morphable Face Model to these points using a closed-form
solution for shape and pose fitting. On top of the PCA model, we
use a set of expression blendshapes that model the 6 universal Ek-
man emotions. This initial fit is used to calculate a frame quality
score using the variance of Laplacian measure. Together with the
estimated pose, we extract keyframes. We divide the pose range
into 20° intervals and add a frame to the set of keyframes if that
particular bin is currently empty or the score of the frame higher
than the current keyframe. Additionally, we penalise frames with
pronounced expressions.

In a second step, we merge the keyframes using a median-
based super-resolution approach. The texture of each keyframe
is remapped to a common reference of higher resolution using the
semi-dense registration obtained from the model fitting. For each
pixel, we then compute the weighted median, using the previously
calculated weights, and, additionally, a weighting based on the
view-angle of its vertex to the camera and the distance from the
camera. This super-resolved texture map is recomputed whenever
a new keyframe is added.

The contributions of this work are as follows: We combine the
semi-dense shape fitting with a real-time super-resolution approach
to obtain a super-resolved 3D face texture. We demonstrate the ro-
bustness of our approach on the challenging 300 Videos in the Wild
dataset ([Shen et al. 2015]) that contains challenging conditions like
motion blur, pose and low resolution. In future work, we plan to im-
prove the quality of the shape fitting, which would further improve
the quality of the super-resolved texture.

Our 3D face model and fitting library are available from www.
4dface.org.
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